Just observe that (f*~A)-U (/*~(α> -A))" = /9-XΓ, that (/*~-4)-£ /S/^1 and /-(<*) -A)-£ /S/^(α> -Ay, and that βf-A and βf*~(ω -A)ã re disjoint.
• 2* Construction of many subcontinua of /?*• For ^6ΰ) let C n be the circle of radius 1/3 in the upper half plane which touches H in n, i.e., Clearly Y -(J» C n is a closed subspace of Π, and /= U^« x M is a well-defined perfect map from Y onto α>. For peω define
C, -ATίP}
[This does not conflict with our definition of C n (neω), for f*~{n) = /9/^f^} (neώ) since / is perfect.] Also, for peω* define
We first show that C p touches H* in p, i.e.,
C p n H* = {p}, (p e ω*).
Clearly p e C p Π £Γ* since p = f(p) 6 C, and p e ω* £ J3Γ*. Next, for 5 e /Sft) -{p} consider P £ ω such that P contains p but not ^. Then [βf*-P]~ = /S/*~P by Fact 1.1, hence c p n ^r* £ [/3/^-P]-n H* -(/-P)-n ^n #* -((/-P) nH)-nH* = p n #*.
It follows that C p Π £Γ* £ {p}. D
The following will be proved in § § 3 and 4. jFαeί 2.2. C p is a continuum without cut points, (p e α>*).
Fact 2.3. £Γ* /^αs ^o cut points.
[We know already that H* is a continuum.] Fact 2.3 also follows from the theorem of Bellamy, [1] , and Woods, [10] , that fiΓ* is an indecomposable continuum, but we think it is of interest to supply a more direct proof. 
F^Ut
(i62), and ϋo n ϋί = 0 .
We claim that peP: For each i e 2 we have
Since each Y n is connected we can choose C Q Y of the form {c M : neP} with c Λ 6 Γ w -(£7 0 U Σ70 (w 6 P). Now C meets Y p = £Γ"{p} since /3/ is closed, and P = βf'C, and p 6 P. But C misses £/< = (Y Π ί/"<)" since C is closed and misses Y Π ϋ if and since F is normal,
With some more work one can prove the more general result that βΦ is monotone for each monotone perfect surjection φ.
This shows that each C p is a continuum, but does not show yet that no C p has a cut point. For that result we need the following definition and propositions. [This definition makes sence since each member of J\_ n D n is a function ω -» F.] We show that D witnesses that Y p has Q in three steps.
Step 1. We show that D C F^: For deJ\ n D n we have /od = id ω , hence βfoβd = iά βω by continuity, hence 
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Step We leave generalizations to the reader. 
is an infinite closed subset of JET*. [Bankston now regrets the fact that he has included my example in [1] without giving proper credit (letter of Oct. 1979).] 5* Finding 2 distinct X p 's. Frolίk [3] has shown that for each space X and each xeX there is a τ(x, X) £ α>* such that (1) τ is topological, i.e., if h: Applying this with D -ω we find B £ α>* with | J5| = 2 e such that τ(p, X p ) ^ τ(q, X q ), hence such that X p and X 9 are nonhomeomorphic, for distinct p, qeB, since τ(p, ω*) £ τ(p, X p ) £ τ(p, 77*) = r(p, ft)*) for p e ω* . The Supporting Institutions listed above contribute to the cost of publication of this Journal, but they are not owners or publishers and have no responsibility for its content or policies.
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